The GeoBuster
A Geopathic Stress Removal Device - Invented by Colin Stabile
Natures elements of forces are constantly in motion – that’s what makes up
our atmosphere here in the earths gravitational field. This energy movement
in and around buildings, properties and areas is made up of the elements of
our world (air, water, earth, metal, fire & storm) working together to balance, heal & restore.
Pollution: The air around us is filled with electrically-charged particles (ions).
They are generated in invisible billions by cosmic rays, radioactive elements in the soil, ultraviolet
radiation from the sun, storms, waterfalls, winds & the friction of blowing sand or dust ~ the fabric
of our air. Pollution causes an imbalance, multiplying more of the stressor ions and eliminating the
feel-good ions that are common at the ocean and the mountains. Man-made frequencies, wireless
devices and toxic chemicals are compounding the fire element (radiation), along with pollution and
increased plastic production and waste. This creates an imbalance in Nature and in our bodys own
natural energy flow, focus, harmony & joy … causing glitches, inflammation, blocks and illness.
Short term exposure to these negative frequencies can lead to headaches, insomnia, and/or
an overall sense of fatigue. Research has shown that long term exposure to Geopathic Stress is
a fundamental cause of much of the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual illness these days.
Humans are not the only ones affected by these energy imbalances; animals, plants, trees —
every living thing responds negatively to Geopathic Stress, including our earth.
Dowsing can detect Hartmann Lines and Geopathic Stress Lines — zones of negative energy that
are destructive to life. The balancing of energy in and around a structure can be very helpful to
enhance the natural healing flow of air and electricity within a building. If environmental clearing were
practiced on a global basis, the world could be a better place. Feng Shui is an awareness of healthy
movement patterns in our living environments.
In the last five years, the shifting of the Earth's crust, satellite & wireless electronics, mining & earth
fracturing and the forces of nature … have been added to the electromagnetic soup that we are all
involuntarily immersed in. The whole process of finding and clearing these lines of negative energy
has become a much more complex affair.
When Colin Stabile invented the GeoBuster he was well acquainted with the traditional approach to
Geopathic Stress removal. Having spent a number of years teaching workshops and showing his
students how to block and clear negative energies manually, he began to notice that earth changes of
any kind caused the lines that had been blocked one day, to shift to a new location the next - turning
any attempt to eliminate those energies at the ground level into a full time job. A physicist & inventor,
well versed in quantum physics and the power of sacred measurements, Colin came up with this tool
that clears all forms of Geopathic Stress - without ever having to pick up a pair of dowsing rods.
Based on the concept of natural energy flow, testing shows that all forms of Geopathic Stress
disappear when the GeoBuster is placed on the ground in the north corner of your home or business.
If you live in a condo or a high rise, you can achieve the same results by placing the GeoBuster in a
potted plant and placing the plant in the north corner of your property. You
don't have to call on a geopathic stress removal specialist anymore. People
who are interested in clearing & re-vitalizing their homes, their land and their
lives can now do this. The original GeoBuster is 5 x 5 x 5 inches.
For farms, neighborhoods & major geo stress areas, ask about the Mega
GeoBuster (11x11x11). In the past it would take 8 to 10 regular GeoBusters to
do the same as one Mega GeoBuster.
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